
NOW FULLY
NORMALIZED:
SPORTSWASHING THE
BONESAW WITH GOLF
[NB: check the byline, thanks. /~Rayne]

Golf as a professional sport now has completely
lost its way.

The PGA Tour and Saudi-funded LIV Golf announced
they are merging.

The controversial Saudi Public
Investment Fund will make an investment
into the new merged company “to
facilitate its growth and success.” The
new company does not yet have a name,
according to the press release.

source: ABC News

All of the PGA Tour’s golfers who didn’t jump to
LIV are now compromised by Saudi Arabia’s
efforts to sportswash its fossil fuel
dependency, its contribution to the mounting
climate crisis, its history of human rights
violations, its destabilizing actions in other
countries in the Middle East and the US, and
most horrifically of all, the murder of the
Washington Post’s contributor Jamal Khashoggi
who was sawed to death at the order of Prince
Mohammed bin Salman Al Saud.

Every golf pro playing on the new merged tour
will have blood and oil on their clubs.

Now we’ll get stupid takes from people who
contributed to our continued subordination to
oil, like members of the Bush administration:

The merger didn’t come as a complete
surprise to veteran U.S. diplomat
Richard N. Haass.

“I thought it was near-inevitable as LIV
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was not going away, given Saudi
financial support and strength of
several LIV golfers,” said Haass,
president of the Council on Foreign
Relations.

“Plus, efforts to isolate the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia were fading in the wake of
the president’s visit to and subsequent
developments.”

source: NBC News

Ugh. Just go play golf, Haass.

The subsequent developments include Saudi Arabia
fucking with the global economy right now by
reducing oil production, thereby working toward
higher oil prices while countries are struggling
with inflation.

At least it’s easy to see how Saudi Arabia will
fund its investment into this merged entity –
off the backs of working people everywhere
who’ll never set foot on a golf course.

The PGA could have had the good sense to find a
way to delay this bullshit merger until after
the shoe(s) drop related to the Special
Counsel’s investigation into Trump’s
“mishandling” of classified documents, but nope.

Sure hope the former PGA doesn’t mind getting
tainted with that wretched mess, too, now that
they’ve crawled into bed with Trump’s bloody-
handed sponsors by way of LIV events hosted at
Trump organization golf courses.
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